
Sustainable Digital  
Mobility Platforms

“If you manage parking resources well, 
you suddenly open up hidden resources  
to everyone.” 

– MAREK STAWIŃSKI
mbmNaviParking CEO

Source: Smart City Navigators podcast

Since 2015, we have been striving to make 
the smart city vision a reality for everyone by 
deploying our digital solutions in more than 
20 facilities in Poland, the United Arab  
Emirates and Bahrain. We provide not only 
an enhanced parking experience, but also 
real-time data-analytics tools that help in 
optimizing the use of parking facilities. 

Discover our tailor-made smart parking solutions that digitize and  
integrate all parking processes, enabling customers  to make the most 

of their resources, increase the operational efficiency and reduce  
the cost of parking management. 

Our mission is to create convenient,  
sustainable & digital parking solutions  
with businesses for citizens to improve 
everyone’s quality of life.

We believe in transformation and innovation. 
We take the resources that already exist and 
infuse them into a digital spirit to sustainably 
support the development of smart cities. 

ABOUT NAVIPARKING OUR MISSION

OUR APPROACH

To make smart city experience a commodity.  

OUR VISION



Next generation   
of smart parking  
& mobile payments
Increasing customer’s  
convenience  at every step 

Eliminate lines at 
the parking barrier  
and ticket machine

Make a significant 
change from paper 
to a digital ticket

Fully automate  
the payment process

Analyze, control  
and manage park-
ing operations

Streamline parking 
space management

Optimize the parking 
space by multi  
sharing spots

Upgrade to the  
BREEAM certification  
requirements

Improve organization 
of traffic at a parking 
lot

Smart Parking
for your company
A revolution in corporate  
parking management

(Navi)Parking- 
as -a-Service
The mobility platform  
for smart cities

Contribute to the  
creation of a smart city

Access added value 
services around the 
parking facility

Decide based on  
real-time data

Integrate seamlessly  
with digital parking 
platforms



Smart City for 
sustainability
Smart Parking contributes to healthier  
& more sustainable city living. Join us in making 
smart city a reality.

Around 30% of traffic jams  
and congestion in the city is caused  

by people looking for parking.”Source: IBM Global Parking Survey

DID YOU KNOW THAT...

Contact our specialist
Viktoriia Vasylchenko
Head of Partnerships MENA
+971 50 756 3566
viktoriia.vasylchenko@naviparking.com

Or drop us a line envelope sales@naviparking.com

We are trusted by

Let’s make smart city a reality together and… 

 ✓ reduce the carbon footprint thanks to cars not circling 
around looking for parking spots,

 ✓ raise the quality of your building to the standards 
required by the BREEAM certificate,

 ✓ improve the standard of service for both residents 
and employees, their comfort and the quality of their 
work tools, 

 ✓ boost the market competitiveness of your building, 

 ✓ create a friendly environment for people with disabili-
ties – a parking lot without barriers thanks to contact-
less solutions. 


